The School of Night: A Novel

An ancient mystery, a lost letter, and a timeless love unleash a long-buried web of intrigue that
spans four centuries. In the late 16th century, five brilliant scholars gather under the cloak of
darkness to discuss God, politics, astronomy, and the black arts. Known as the School of
Night, they meet in secret to avoid the wrath of Queen Elizabeth. But one of the men, Thomas
Harriot, has secrets of his own, secrets he shares with one person only: the servant woman he
loves. In modern-day Washington, D.C., disgraced Elizabethan scholar Henry Cavendish has
been hired by the ruthless antiquities collector Bernard Styles to find a missing letter. The
letter dates from the 1600s and was stolen by Henrys close friend, Alonzo Wax. Now Wax is
dead and Styles wants the letter back. But the letter is an object of interest to others, too. It
may be the clue to a hidden treasure; it may contain the long-sought formula for alchemy; it
most certainly will prove the existence of the group of men whom Shakespeare dubbed the
School of Night but about whom little is known. Joining Henry in his search for the letter is
Clarissa Dale, a mysterious woman who suffers from visions that only Henry can understand.
In short order, Henry finds himself stumbling through a secretive world of ancient perils,
caught up in a deadly plot, and ensnared in the tragic legacy of a forgotten genius.
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An ancient mystery, a lost letter, and a timeless love unleash a long-buried web of intrigue that
spans four centuries. In the late sixteenth century, five brilliant. Part scholarly mystery, part
thriller, this novel grips the reader from the opening moment when its narrator, BBC editor
Sean Tallow, steals two Elizabethan-era. In Louis Bayard's latest novel, someone is willing to
stoop to murder to prevent anyone from discovering whether â€œThe School of Night,â€• a
secret. The School of Night. Alan Wall. pp, Secker & Warburg, ? Buy it at BOL. What you get
with an Alan Wall novel is everything, and more. The School of Night. In his previous three
novels, Louis Bayard created an astounding body of work about which the New York Times
said he reinvigorates . The NOOK Book (eBook) of the The School of Night: A Novel by
Alan Wall at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!. Bayard's novel isn't the first to
combine historical characters and long-secret shenanigans, but instead of suggesting Jesus
married Mary. A few codes and cryptograms are all you need to get caught up in an enigmatic
mystery like The School of Night the story is fascinating. - New York Times. But the most
interesting parts of the story are those in which Sean uncovers information about the
â€œSchool of Nightâ€• briefly mentioned in. The School of Night by Louis Bayard - book
cover, description, publication history . The School of Night by Louis Bayard Black is the
badge of hell,/The hue of dungeons and the school of night, wrote Shakespeare in Love's
Labour's Lost.
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